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FOREWORD
As the daily headlines attest, the Department of Defense is
in the midst of a Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR). Charged by
Congress, the Department of Defense is examining a broad range of
issues concerning U.S. military policy and strategy (inter alia,
future national defense strategy, the force structure necessary
to implement that strategy, the affects of technology on force
structure, and the anticipated roles and missions of the Reserve
Components in executing the defense strategy) that will have farreaching consequences for the United States. Before these crucial
issues are addressed, however, a more fundamental question needs
to be explored: what does the United States want its military to
do? In other words, what are the future roles of the U.S.
military? Only after this issue has been answered can the
Department of Defense turn to the other important issues posed by
Congress.
In the pages that follow, Dr. William T. Johnsen tackles
this question. In brief, he concludes that the U.S. military will
continue to perform its traditional roles: deterrence,
reassurance, compellence, and support to the nation. The method
and manner of carrying out those roles, however, will change; in
some cases substantially. The implications of these adapted roles
will be considerable. More importantly, Dr. Johnsen also examines
the emerging role of preventive defense and its potentially
profound consequences for the U.S. military.
The debates carried out within and about the QDR will shape
the security policy of the United States well into the 21st
Century. The Strategic Studies Institute is pleased to offer this
contribution to the ongoing dialogue.

Colonel, U.S. ARICHARD H. WITHERSPOONrmy
Director, Strategic Studies Institute
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KEY JUDGMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The United States will remain globally engaged and will
continue to play a leading role in international affairs.
Despite improvements in the international security
environment, military power will remain vital for safeguarding
U.S. national interests.
Military power, however, will have to be more closely
integrated and synchronized with the diplomatic, economic, and
informational instruments of national power.
The U.S. Armed Forces will continue to perform the key roles
of deterrence, compellence, reassurance, and providing support to
the nation. But the manner of carrying out these roles will
change:
• Deterrence
•• Nuclear deterrence will remain an essential element
of U.S. policy.
•• Conventional deterrence, however, will increase in
importance. Because of the nature of risks to be deterred, ground
forces may assume a larger role than has been the case in the
recent past.
• Compellence
•• Defining compellence as "fight and win the nation's
wars" will be too narrow a construct for the 21st century.
•• Coercive diplomacy will take on added significance.
•• But a number of cautions apply:
-- Coercive diplomacy is difficult to effect
successfully, and depends on the synchronization of all
instruments of national power. It requires clearly articulated
and understood demands, continuous assessment, and patience. The
demandant must possess a willingness, frequently prolonged, to
compel and the object of the coercion must be willing to
acquiesce. Marshalling all these requirements is difficult.
-- A high risk
world's remaining superpower,
be used excessively. This not
can lead to inappropriate use

exists, particularly for the
that the military instrument will
only can dull the instrument, but
of military power.

• Reassurance of friends and allies (and, occasionally
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adversaries) will remain a significant military role. Under a
strategy of engagement and enlargement (or an evolutionary
successor), reassurance undoubtedly will be extended to promote
the growth of democracy and market economies in areas of the
world key to U.S. national interests. Reassurance will continue
to be accomplished through a combination of forward stationing of
forces, rotation of units to key areas of the world, exercises,
and military-to-military contacts.
• Support to the nation will continue to be a key role for
the U.S. Armed Forces. However, an external dimension of support
to the nation will take on increasing importance, as military
power is used to complement other policy initiatives and to shape
the international security environment.
The newly articulated, but not necessarily new, concept of
preventive defense will assume a larger role for the U.S.
military.
• Preventive defense moves the United States from a deterdefend strategy to a three-tiered strategy that seeks to prevent
the emergence of threats to U.S. national interests, deters risks
that might arise, and compels adversaries, if required.
• The intent of preventive defense is to shape the
international security environment in a manner that promotes as
well as protects U.S. national interests. It is unique in its
approach of using the Department of Defense (DoD) as the lead
agent in preventive defense activities.
Criticism of elements of preventive defense ranges across a
wide spectrum: the United States should not be and cannot afford
to be the "world's policeman"; preventive defense missions are
not traditional for the U.S. military; the military instrument of
national power could be used at the expense of other, more
appropriate instruments; and preventive defense operations will
erode warfighting skills, hurt readiness, and, ultimately, leave
the U.S. military vulnerable.
While elements of these critiques have merit, neither
individually nor collectively do they have sufficient force to
overturn increased reliance on preventive defense. To the
contrary, the potentially high strategic return on investment
argues for emphasizing preventive defense.
Implications of increased reliance on preventive defense at
the national strategy level:
• Political leaders must forge a national consensus on the
role of preventive defense.
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• All instruments of national power must be blended and
applied to the specific circumstances at hand.
• The use of military power must not be restricted to a
"last resort."
• Because strategic requirements exceed available resources,
priorities will have to be established.
• National leaders must have a clear vision of not just what
the United States can do, but what the United States is willing
to do.
• Policymakers must clearly define, and more importantly
clearly articulate to the American public, U.S. interests and how
preventive defense can promote and protect those interests.
• Officials must assess how much emphasis can be placed on
preventive defense versus deterrence and compellence.
• The American public and its elected representatives in
Congress must be persuaded to fund programs that provide longterm benefit, without necessarily seeing short-term results. This
must be accomplished in a time of shrinking budgets, when
Americans will undoubtedly question such expenditures.
Nonetheless, these steps, however difficult, offer a cost
effective alternative to later military intervention.
Implications of greater dependence on preventive defense at
the national military level:
• Despite the importance of preventive defense, deterrence
and compellence will remain the primary roles of U.S. military
forces.
• Nevertheless, greater resources should be applied to
preventive defense measures.
• The DoD must develop a global engagement plan that
integrates the regional plans of the Combatant Commanders-inChief.
• The U.S. military can expect greater participation with
allies, partners, friends, international organizations,
nongovernmental organizations, and private volunteer
organizations. These groups may have to be incorporated into the
DoD and interagency planning processes. Such increased
cooperation will not be without difficulty, but the benefits will
outweigh the costs.
• The greatest implications are likely to occur in the area
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of force structure:
•• For the foreseeable future, geo-strategic conditions
argue for maintaining a compellence capability sufficient to
fight and win two Major Theaters of War (MTWs).
•• That said, if the seeds of preventive defense are to
grow, they must be planted soon.
•• In determining the appropriate balance between
preventive defense, deterrence, and compellence missions, future
forces cannot be optimized for either warfighting or preventive
defense missions.
•• Larger numbers of ground forces may be required than
currently anticipated to meet these varied demands.
• The U.S. Armed Forces should be structured to be able to:
•• Respond to a broad spectrum of conflict from
terrorism to high intensity warfare.
•• Operate effectively across the full range of
military operations.
•• Possess sufficient flexibility to adapt to changes
in the international security environment, fluctuating fiscal
resources, and alternative strategic concepts, while keeping
risks within acceptable limits.
•• Provide a suitable balance among the capabilities
necessary to prevent threats, deter and compel, and render
support to the nation.
•• Be able to operate with allies and with coalition
partners.
• DoD may have to break the budget paradigm that has existed
roughly since the end of World War II. Specifically, the Army-which has borne and can be expected to bear the brunt of
preventive defense operations--may have to receive a larger share
of DoD funds than heretofore has been the case.
Implications for the Army resulting from a greater reliance
on preventive defense:
• Doctrine and training development and execution will have
to take greater account of preventive defense missions.
• Anticipated strategic conditions indicate a need to
maintain a broad range of combat, combat support (CS), and combat
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service support (CSS) units. High demand, low density CS and CSS
units (e.g., civil affairs, military police, engineers, aviation,
psychological operations, and all forms of logistics) may require
increased numbers within the force structure. Additionally,
increased numbers of Special Operations Forces (SOF) may be
required.
• The expected international security environment and
increasing budget constraints argue against optimizing Army
forces for warfighting or for role specialization for preventive
defense tasks.
• The most fundamental implications will concern the
allocation of roles within the Total Army, and the eventual mix
of Active and Reserve Component units. Three potential options
include:
•• Option 1: Maintain an evolutionary course. This
alternative continues current force structures and mix, but works
on the margins to reduce OPTEMPO/PERSTEMPO stress.
•• Option 2: The Active Component retains primary
responsibility for deterrence and, if necessary, fighting and
winning two MTWs. The Reserve Components would have primary
responsibility for preventive defense missions.
•• Option 3: The Active Component would retain primary
responsibility for deterrence, fighting and winning one MTW, and
for conducting preventive defense tasks. The Reserve Components
would have primary responsibility for deterring and, if
necessary, fighting and winning a second MTW.
• No alternative is ideal; each has pitfalls. All will
likely cause sharp short-term pain for the Army. But, the longterm gain for the nation could be significant.
• To meet the anticipated demands of the future security
environment will require the Army to possess the following
capabilities:
•• The ability to participate effectively in the joint
arena and interagency policy development process. This implies
that the Army must have the necessary personnel in appropriate
positions with the requisite knowledge and skills for effective
participation in these fora. This includes not only the Army
Staff, but also Army personnel on the Joint Staff, within the
interagency process, and on the staffs of the unified commands.
•• A force structure and force design that provides
sufficient numbers of forces to operate across a broad spectrum
of conflict in peacetime, crisis, and war; to perform effectively
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throughout the range of military operations; and to perform
successfully at the tactical, operational, and strategic levels
of warfare.
•• A forward presence in key regions of the globe that
contributes to prevent, deter, compel, and reassure missions.
•• Forces must be capable of integrating into
multinational force structures--established organizations such as
the United Nations, NATO, or ad hoc organizations that may or may
not be organized around the U.S. Combined Joint Task Force
(C/JTF) concept. Units must be able to interface with
nongovernmental organizations/private volunteer organizations
(NGOs/PVOs) in a manner that supports the missions of all
organizations.
•• Units able to perform preventive defense missions,
as well as traditional missions. Forces must be able to
transition between roles quickly with minimum of retraining and
restructuring if the Army expects to meet the rapidly shifting
demands of the future international security environment.
•• Sufficient numbers of forces to meet anticipated
preventive defense requirements, while maintaining the ability to
fight and win two MTWs as envisaged under the National Military
Strategy. These forces must also be able to conduct multiple
concurrent peace operations, as well as rotate forces involved in
protracted peace operations.
• These requirements argue for:
•• Adequate numbers of specialized CS and CSS units and
personnel (e.g., engineers, military police, civil affairs,
psychological operations, and aviation) to avoid overstressing
limited resources.
•• CS and CSS force structure capable of supporting
sustained preventive defense operations, while concurrently
supporting a limited lesser regional contingency.
•• Sufficient CS and CSS capacity to transfer forces from
preventive defense operations to full scale combat
operations, while supporting the movement of forces to an MTW.
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THE FUTURE ROLES OF U.S. MILITARY POWER
AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS
INTRODUCTION
The massive geo-political shifts of the last decade have
generated considerable discussion over future U.S. national
defense policy and strategy. But this debate has not yielded
consensus on key issues, such as the degree of U.S. involvement
in global affairs or the policies and strategy that will guide
U.S. efforts. This vacuum has complicated decisions concerning
the role of the U.S. military as an instrument of national power.
Difficulties in outlining the future roles of U.S. military
power have been exacerbated because much of the recent dialogue
over U.S. defense policy has focused on how large an armed force
the United States can afford given anticipated budget
constraints.1 Increasingly, these debates center on whether the
United States can continue to finance the military capabilities
necessary to fight and win in two nearly simultaneous Major
Theaters of War (MTWs) or whether it should adopt a less
demanding criterion that conforms to anticipated funding levels.2
While such debates may be helpful in sizing and shaping
forces from a "warfighting" perspective, they beg the larger
strategic question: what does the country want its military to
do? Specifically, what are to be the future roles of military
power in support of U.S. national security policy? Only after
this question has been answered can planners logically derive the
missions and tasks that the U.S. Armed Forces may be called upon
to perform.
Examining the larger issue of the future roles of U.S.
military power first requires establishing the appropriate
context. To this end, this monograph first briefly examines the
probable U.S. role in the emerging international security
environment. With that context established, the report addresses
the future roles of U.S. military power and explores the
potential implications at the national strategy and national
military strategy level, and for the Army. The study closes with
conclusions.
THE U.S. ROLE IN THE FUTURE INTERNATIONAL SECURITY ENVIRONMENT
The absence of a global threat to U.S. interests has reduced
discernible and quantifiable risks considerably. Nevertheless,
the number of lesser, but still important, issues that have
emerged from the shadows of superpower competition have not eased
U.S. strategic difficulties. New challenges to U.S. national
interests also have erupted from the tectonic shifts in the geostrategic landscape.
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Competing strategic visions of the future further complicate
achieving consensus on the U.S. international role in the 21st
century. Futurists Alvin and Heidi Toffler offer a world divided
into three economically competing tiers, based largely on the
ability to utilize information.3 Noted scholar Samuel Huntington
warns instead of "The Clash of Civilizations" along cultural
fault lines.4 Journalist Robert Kaplan pessimistically posits a
two-tiered system: a developed world largely at odds with a
developing world racked by disintegrating states, corruption, and
omnipresent violence.5
Which, if any, of these outcomes will materialize and what
challenges they might hold for U.S. national interests cannot and
need not be forecast with certainty.6 Several conclusions are
still possible nonetheless. First, although the world no longer
faces imminent nuclear holocaust, lesser--but still significant-dangers abound. The experience of the recent and distant past,
indicates that vital and important U.S. national interests will
be challenged to a degree that may require a military response.
Six times in this century the United States has been engaged in a
major war that has required the projection of significant
military power beyond the shores of the United States.7 If these
trends continue, and there is no evidence to support the contrary
conclusion, the United States can expect to engage in a major
conflict within the next 20 years.
At the same time, the United States will face an unknown
number of lesser, but still important challenges to its national
interests that could necessitate military responses.8 Given the
potential instabilities throughout the world and global U.S.
interests, future candidates for similar operations in the future
are numerous.9
How the United States will respond to the challenges of the
international security environment of the 21st century could fall
under four general categories:10
• Isolation
• Unilateralism
• Multilateralism
• Engagement
Each of these options is contentious. While the merits and
demerits of each case are interesting, a detailed individual
explanation is not necessary and a brief assessment of the
likelihood of each alternative will suffice. In the first
instance, national interests will not allow the United States to
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retreat into splendid isolation and watch events go by. The
United States will continue to have interests in every region of
the globe that will have to be secured. Moreover, despite the
occasional call to withdraw to fortress America, a broad national
consensus exists that the United States cannot turn its back on
the world.11
Nor will the United States be able to rely on unilateralism.
In this case, the United States would remain significantly
engaged in global affairs, but would largely maintain a
unilateral capability to secure and promote its interests. While
superficially appealing, especially to opponents of isolationism
or multilateralism, this option would be prohibitively expensive.
These high costs could lead to three possible--and equally
unattractive--alternatives. On the one hand, the United States
could be forced to scale back commitments to only those that it
could afford to undertake. On the other hand, attempting to meet
all commitments could result in U.S. strategic requirements
exceeding strategic capacity, leading to what historian Paul
Kennedy calls "imperial overstretch."12 Or, the United States
might build up a large national security apparatus, leading to a
garrison state.
The third alternative, loosely termed multilateralism, would
rely primarily on international collective security organizations
(e.g., the United Nations and the Organization for Security and
Cooperation in Europe [OSCE]) and agencies (such as the
International Atomic Energy Agency), and close cooperation with
allies and friends to secure U.S. interests. Congressional
leadership and the American public have reacted strongly against
overreliance on such a policy because it requires limiting
freedom of action to achieve allied or coalition consensus.13 As a
result, a policy of multilateralism to guide the future U.S.
global role is unlikely, despite the advantages combined
resources bring to security problems.
Engagement, the fourth option, encompasses the selective use
of unilateral initiative, cooperation with allies or coalition
partners, collaboration with multilateral organizations
(international, governmental, nongovernmental, or private
bodies), or a combination thereof to promote and protect U.S.
national interests. Given the foregoing discussion, a United
States that remains engaged in international affairs remains the
most likely role. This conclusion stems from more than simply
eliminating the other alternatives. Engagement conforms most
closely to U.S. experience in the last half century, has broad
public appeal, and can garner some support from elements who
advocate the other options.14 Whether the level of engagement will
be at, below, or above current levels remains to be seen.15 Most
likely, levels will vary over time, depending on international
circumstances, the national mood, and policies of specific
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administrations. Equally, the scale of engagement will depend on
the balance among the degree of national interest involved, U.S.
unilateral capability, and reliance on allies and partners.
A last point on this issue warrants emphasis. Regardless of
the eventual U.S. role in world affairs, each alternative
requires the capability to wield military power to promote and
protect U.S. national interests. Certainly, the national policy
selected will influence significantly how military power might be
used. But the central question is not whether military power will
have a role, but what roles will it play?
THE FUTURE ROLES OF U.S. MILITARY POWER
Before embarking on the discussion of the future roles of
military power, two key conventions used throughout the monograph
require brief elaboration. First, the application of military
power concerns conflict writ large, not simply war. Conflict is a
broader term that ranges from non-violent competition (e.g.,
economic rivalry, diplomatic friction, ideological antagonisms)
through general nuclear war.
This comprehensive construct is more useful for several
important reasons. While Clausewitz, the preeminent German
military philosopher, defined war as "an act of force to compel
our enemy to do our will," that definition is too narrow for
current circumstances.16 The U.S. military also uses violence
short of war to achieve or ensure U.S. national interests. For
instance, few today would construe a single act (e.g., bombing of
Libya in 1986 or launching Tomahawk cruise missiles against Iraq
in 1996) or even a brief intervention (Grenada or Panama) as war.
An act of war, yes--but not war in the classic sense. Moreover,
if current trends continue, "grey areas" such as large-scale
criminal activity and violence, terrorism, failed states,
insurrection, and intrastate conflict that do not conform to the
traditional definition of war are likely to increase. Finally,
U.S. Armed Forces also carry out numerous peacetime engagement,
deterrence, and conflict prevention activities that fall outside
the realm of war.17 Thus, in a more modern construct, military
power (sometimes with other instruments of national power) may be
applied across the spectrum of conflict to promote and protect
U.S. national interests. See Figure 1.
Second, military power derives from military forces and
military force. The two terms are complementary, not synonymous.
Military forces are the personnel, elements, and units (e.g.,
Army divisions, Navy ships, Air Force squadrons, and Marine
amphibious units) that make up the Armed Forces of the United
States. Military force, on the other hand, involves the use or
threat of violence to achieve a desired end state or to compel an
adversary to adopt a desired behavior. Thus, one can employ
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military forces without applying military force: e.g., domestic
support operations (fire-fighting, counter-drug cooperation),
military-to-military contacts, and nation assistance. While this
may appear a semantical splitting of very fine hairs, it is an
important distinction that offers a more encompassing definition
of military power that better reflects the future requirements
likely to face the U.S. military.
Turning to the future roles of U.S. military power, the
traditional roles of deterrence, compellence, reassurance, and
support to the nation certainly will remain relevant for the
foreseeable future.18 Additionally, preventive defense is emerging
as another role for the U.S. Armed Forces.19 How to balance these
long-standing roles with the emerging role of preventive defense
is the operative question. To understand how this balance might
evolve, it will be necessary to examine briefly the customary
roles and discuss changes or new nuances in their application due
to the altered geo-strategic circumstances. Similarly, the basis
and intent of preventive defense bear examination. The potential
implications of preventive defense also require investigation.
Deterrence. Deterrence, generally well-understood to mean
persuading an opponent not to undertake a particular action
because the potential costs and risks outweigh the perceived
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gain, will remain a key mainstay of U.S. national policy.20 But
deterrence may take on a different form than in the recent past
and require some changes in the military contribution to that
role. For instance, the absence of superpower competition may
diminish the heretofore dominant role of nuclear weapons within
deterrence policy.21 The emergence of rogue states or non-state
actors that may have access to nuclear devices or material and
that do not share the long-standing and highly developed culture
of deterrence which emerged during the Cold War may further
complicate issues. Equally disturbing is the rise of states,
transnational organizations, criminal groups, and terrorists that
may come into the possession of chemical or biological agents.
Because such groups might harbor the perception that there is
little or no likelihood that they may face effective retribution
in kind or because they might be indifferent to such punishment,
they may be difficult to deter through threat of nuclear
retaliation.22
As a result, conventional forces are likely to play a larger
deterrent role than in the recent past. If, as expected, the
United States retains an activist policy of intervening in areas
to ensure stability, then the number of potential "deterrees" may
be fairly substantial.23 Second, the risks posed by potential
adversaries will fall across a broader range of the conflict
spectrum than was the case with the relatively limited
requirements of nuclear deterrence during the Cold War. Third,
deterrence depends on communication--messages clearly sent and
understood. But cross-cultural communications, which undoubtedly
will increase, can be exceptionally difficult.24 Fourth, because
many of the states and actors that the United States may wish to
deter do not possess nuclear weapons, a U.S. nuclear retaliation
would likely appear disproportionate to the world community and,
therefore, is unlikely to be credible. Because of the rising
importance of conventional deterrence, policymakers will have to
devote increased attention to designing credible deterrent
mechanisms, such as coalitions and alliances, force presence and
deployments, and enforced sanctions and embargoes.25
Compellence. As noted in 1966 by political scientist and
policy practitioner Thomas Schelling, compellence involves the
use or threat of force to get an adversary to do what you want.26
The ability to compel an adversary to conform to U.S. national
will, usually translated as fighting and winning the nation's
wars, undoubtedly will remain the ultimate duty of the U.S. Armed
Forces. Moreover, because no other branch or element of the
private sector can assume this responsibility, fighting and
winning the nation's wars will remain the military's core
function. Because this form of compellence is generally wellunderstood, it needs no elaboration here.
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Compellence, however, is a term with broader connotations
that must be taken into consideration in light of the changes in
the international security environment. For example, compellence
includes the application of forces as punishment, the limited use
of force to achieve goals, and the threat of force to obtain
desired objectives. The most important of these nuances may be
what Stanford University professors Gordon Craig and Alexander
George term coercive diplomacy. In this case, policymakers apply,
individually or in concert, the military, diplomatic, and
economic instruments of national power to "persuade" another
actor to adopt a particular course of action.27
Coercive diplomacy is not new; indeed, it has been used
throughout recorded history. Even in the Cold War, when the risks
of escalation to superpower nuclear confrontation tended to
circumscribe coercive diplomacy, policymakers had to make
difficult choices against the backdrop of the communist threat
and the possibility of escalation. The decreased potential for
nuclear confrontation, however, may reduce the encumbrances on
the use of military power and could lead to coercive diplomacy
assuming a larger role in future U.S. policy.28
Such a course of action may be enticing, particularly from
the viewpoint of the world's leading military power. But coercive
diplomacy is not without shortcomings. As Craig and George
emphasize, coercive diplomacy is a delicate tool that requires
common ground rules, deft handling, clearly articulated and
understood demands, continuous reassessment, and, usually,
patience.29 Satisfying these demanding criteria is neither easy
nor, at times, possible.
Moreover, coercive diplomacy works only so long as the
demanding party remains willing to coerce. This can be
problematic, particularly for the United States which has not
always been willing to sustain an adversary's "pain" for
sufficient time or intensity for persuasion to be effective.30 At
the same time, once coercion ends, the party can revert back to
its original behavior. Coercion also frequently depends upon the
cooperation of others to ensure that the subject of coercion is
denied effective alternatives. This oftentimes is difficult to
effect, as the example of nations circumventing the U.N. embargo
of Iraq or U.S. economic sanctions against Iran demonstrates.
Lastly, an opponent must be capable of being persuaded. Again,
experience indicates that certain regimes and groups are less
influenced by such an approach.31
Coercive diplomacy usually demands a blend of the
instruments of national power that are context sensitive, are
appropriate to achieve the national objectives involved at the
lowest possible cost, and within an acceptable level of risk. But
because coercive diplomacy, especially that which relies on
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diplomatic and economic instruments, frequently requires
considerable time to achieve its full effects, such an approach
may not fit U.S. national temperament. Public impatience, coupled
with clear U.S. military superiority may result in military power
becoming the predominant tool.32
Extensive reliance on military power presents a number of
potential pitfalls for U.S. policy, however. On the one hand,
military power may not be the appropriate instrument for a
particular case. Worse still, as famed financier and presidential
adviser Bernard Baruch once cautioned, "If all you have is a
hammer, everything looks like a nail."33 In short, if military
power becomes the preferred instrument, eventually it will be
used inappropriately. At best, this may hinder achieving U.S.
national objectives. At worst, it could result in failed policy
and place U.S. interests at risk. Costs, whether in terms of
resources, wear and tear on the force, erosion of public support,
or diversion of military forces from more appropriate
responsibilities, can be prohibitive. Despite being the world's
premier military power, therefore, the United States cannot
afford to overly rely on military power.
Extensive dependence on military power could have two
additional significant repercussions. On the one hand, it could
lead to the creation of hostile coalitions due to a fear of U.S.
military prowess and a perceived proclivity to force. On the
other hand, frictions generated by a lack of agreement among U.S.
friends and allies on the appropriate use of force could
undermine existing coalitions and alliances
Despite these cautions, compellence will remain a critical
function for the U. S. military for the foreseeable future. But,
as always has been the case, officials will have to be careful in
how and when the power to compel is applied.
Reassurance. Reassurance, according to historian and
strategist Sir Michael Howard, who coined the term, "... provides
a general sense of security that is not specific to any threat or
scenario."34 But the purpose of reassurance is not simply to keep
U.S.allies and friends contented. Reassurance serves U.S.
national interests by advancing U.S. values and beliefs;
promoting regional stability; improving cooperation among allies,
partners, friends, and, occasionally, adversaries; reducing the
perceived need for military competition; and cultivating good
will toward the United States. All of these elements (and more)
contribute to an improved international security environment that
ultimately benefits the United States.
A brief historical example illustrates the points above. The
stationing of U.S. forces in Germany and Japan during the Cold
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War reassured those nations, as well as their neighbors, that the
United States was committed to their security in the face of
communist threat. At the same time, U.S. forces in those
countries reassured U.S. allies and friends in both regions that
the growth of German and Japanese armed forces would not pose a
threat to their immediate neighbors.35 These circumstances
contributed to the unprecedented economic growth and cooperation
in Europe and Asia that has greatly benefitted the United States.
In the volatile aftermath of the Cold War, reassuring
allies, friends, and even actual or potential adversaries can
continue to reap benefits for the United States. Indeed, under a
strategy of engagement and enlargement (or an evolutionary
successor), the requirement for reassurance undoubtedly will be
extended to promote the growth of democracy and market economies
in areas of the world key to U.S. national interests. Reassurance
will continue to be accomplished through a combination of forward
stationing of forces, rotation of units to key areas of the
world, exercises, and military-to-military contacts. The eventual
blend of these initiatives may exert considerable influence on
the size and structure of U.S. Armed Forces.
Support to the Nation. Support to the nation has two
dimensions. First, the U.S. military and, especially the Army,
historically have provided considerable domestic support.36 While
the early years of the 21st century will pose challenges
different from the 19th and early 20th centuries, the U.S.
military will remain engaged in domestic support operations.
Missions could vary from traditional disaster relief and support
of civil authorities to combating international crime, drug
trafficking, and terrorism; to contributing to border and refugee
control; to assisting in the rebuilding of national
infrastructure; to responding to ecological disasters; even to
supporting the delivery of health care to underserved segments of
U.S. society.
Second, support will be focused externally to complement
other policy initiatives or to respond to non-military crises.
External support frequently will be in the form of disaster
relief (where the military possesses the capabilities to respond
rapidly and effectively to a natural or man-made disaster), or
providing capabilities beyond those available to the host nation.
This may take the form of humanitarian assistance (such as
Bangladesh) or humanitarian intervention (Somalia in 1991 and
Rwanda in 1994). Increasingly in the future security environment,
military forces also may be called upon to promote stability in
regions of the world important to U.S. national interests. As a
result, the U.S. Armed Forces can expect increased contributions
to the already significant levels of peacetime engagement
activities: peacekeeping or other peace operations (e.g., support
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to diplomacy, peace making, peace building, and preventive
diplomacy37), nation assistance, military-to-military contacts,
and security assistance.38
A note of caution on support operations is in order.
Domestic and external support operations are important to U.S.
interests at home and abroad. All too frequently, however,
support missions receive little visibility--either in terms of
public recognition or financial underpinning--until a particular
event (e.g, hurricanes, floods, or fires) highlights the
requirement. This is not to argue that such missions deserve
special funding or additional force structures. But, if these
operations are to be conducted routinely (as appears to be the
case),39 officials must take into account the costs--fiscal, wear
and tear on personnel and equipment, and lost training
opportunities--that such operations always incur, and treat such
operations in an integrated rather than ad hoc manner.
Preventive Defense. In a series of reports, speeches and
articles, former Secretary of Defense William J. Perry and other
Department of Defense (DoD) officials have laid the groundwork
for a shift in defense strategy that moves from reliance on
deterring and defeating threats to U.S. interests to a threetiered strategy that adds the element of preventive defense.40 In
brief, the evolving strategic concept first seeks to prevent
threats from emerging; to deter threats that do arise; and compel
adversaries to yield if deterrence fails. As Dr. Perry describes
the concept,
As preventive medicine creates conditions that make
disease less likely and surgery unnecessary, preventive
defense creates conditions that support peace, making
war less likely and deterrence unnecessary.41
This new concept strives to use the hard-won U.S. strategic
initiative to shape the international security environment in a
manner that promotes and protects U.S. national interests. As
described by Dr. Perry, preventive defense is premised on:
• The United States remaining a global power.
• Reducing nuclear dangers.
• Eliminating other weapons of mass destruction.
• Promoting democracy and open market economies.
• The U.S. defense establishment having a key role in the
process.42
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Because preventive defense has only recently been
articulated and continues to evolve, it has not been subjected to
detailed analysis. Thus, claims of potential benefits (which this
author is inclined to support) have not yet been borne out by
experience. Time, analysis, and assessment of a body of relevant
evidence will be required before definitive judgments can be
reached. Nonetheless, past criticism of key elements of
preventive defense has surfaced and should be addressed in
assessing whether the United States should embrace this strategic
concept.
While the first three elements of preventive defense are
well-established and have generated little discussion, the
premise that the DoD will play a key role in promoting democracy
and open market economies is much more controversial. The major
criticism argues that the United States should not assume the
role of "world policeman," intervening in every global trouble
spot.43 The fear is that the pace of interventions will
accelerate, while defense budgets continue to contract. This
could lead the United States to overcommit its armed forces,
eroding the effectiveness of the current force and jeopardizing
the military's ability to deter threats, and, if necessary,
defend U.S. national interests. Additionally, some argue, the
costs of interventions or other preventive defense operations
might preclude necessary modernization investments. This would
leave the armed forces unprepared for the demands of the 21st
century.44
Although this argument has merit, policymakers can take
steps to preclude such an outcome. For example, the Clinton
administration responded to criticism of U.S. involvement in
peace operations (perhaps the most contentious form of
intervention) in Somalia and Haiti by publishing "The Clinton
Administration's Policy on Reforming Multilateral Peace
Operations" (also known as Presidential Decision Directive [PDD]25) (May 1994). PDD-25 set clear criteria under which the United
States would engage in multilateral peace operations, and called
for specific reforms in U.N. peace operations procedures.45 Future
presidential administrations and congressional leaders
undoubtedly will devote careful attention to revising the
criteria contained in PDD-25 or in establishing new ones.
Criticisms of potential resource-cost mismatch also miss the
mark. First, such an argument assumes that sufficient fiscal
resources will not be made available. This outcome is not
inevitable. The American public has long sustained considerable
defense spending in pursuit of national objectives. More cogent
may be the requirement that the American public and its elected
representatives believe they are getting an adequate return on
their defense investment.46 Second, if preventive defense works,
there will be less need for deterrence and defense expenditures,
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and defense budgets may be able to remain static or decline over
time without jeopardizing national interests. Granted, preventive
defense may not work as well as the aspirations some advocates
have for it. Nonetheless, in this period of greatly reduced
threats, the risks of implementing this concept may be justified
by the potential return on investment.
Other critics note that preventive defense missions are not
"traditional" missions for the U.S. military.47 Such an argument
is circular. First, such an approach fails to account for how
current missions became "traditional." Second, this argues that
the U.S. military should be intolerant of change--which is
unsustainable. Third, preventive defense subsumes many activities
which fall under the classic roles of compellence, deterrence,
reassurance, or support to the nation that the U.S. military has
long performed.48 Fourth, preventive defense is traditional in the
sense that it closely integrates defense resources in support of
overall U.S. foreign policy. The United States always has engaged
in preventive defense type activities;49 it was only the
exigencies of the Cold War that forced the United States to place
greater stress on deterrence and compellence. With the absence of
superpower confrontation, however, this strategic concept can be
explored anew.
Preventive defense is innovative in its emphasis on shaping
the international security environment and relying less on
deterrence and compellence. And, it is novel in its use of the
military to capitalize on opportunities to promote, as well as
protect, U.S. national interests. These approaches depart,
somewhat, from past practice and have generated some unease,
especially within Congress, about whether such a role is
appropriate for the U.S. military.50 Certainly, a danger exists
that the military could be used too often in lieu of diplomatic,
economic, and informational instruments, but assessing the risks
of employing policy instruments is a responsibility inherent in
national strategic leadership. Indeed, policymakers faced similar
difficulties throughout the Cold War and steered a stable course.
Critics, therefore, should take care to separate the new from the
simply unfamiliar. In a new era, moreover, where the United
States seeks to shape a stable international system, it makes
little sense to withhold, a priori, one of the nation's most
effective instruments from a large class of policy initiatives.
Criticism of preventive defense also appears to presume that
members of the U.S. Armed Forces lack the requisite flexibility
to shift from preventive defense to warfighting missions and back
again. This assumption flies in the face of recent and past
experience.51 During and, more frequently, since the Cold War, the
U.S. Armed Forces have undertaken numerous, diverse operations,
exhibiting a great degree of flexibility in the process. For
example, military-to-military contacts (either through the
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Partnership for Peace program, combined exercises, mobile
training teams, or liaison programs); nation assistance
(especially within Central America); humanitarian assistance
(Latin America and Africa, in particular); security assistance
(world-wide); peacekeeping (e.g., the Multinational Force
Observers in the Sinai, participation in numerous U.N. observer
missions); preventive deployments (such as Macedonia); sanctions
enforcement (the former Yugoslavia, Iraq); and peace enforcement
operations (e.g., Haiti and Bosnia). See Figure 2.
Other critics charge that participating in preventive
defense missions will erode individual and collective warfighting
skills, hurt recruiting and retention, reduce readiness, and,
perhaps, leave the United States vulnerable.52 This critique
suffers from a number of shortcomings. First, while it bears
watching there is no compelling evidence, yet, that such
operations have significantly degraded the combat capabilities of
participating units, much less the remainder of the force which
continues to deter and remains positioned to compel, when
required.53 Granted the pace of deployments in U.S. Army, Europe
or in high demand specialized units (e.g., PATRIOT air defense
systems) takes a toll on unit stability,54 but the regional
stability that these missions obviously have fostered contributes
to U.S. national interests. Second, critics rely on historical
example of the cycles of U.S. unpreparedness.55 But such cycles
are not inevitable. Humans are capable of learning from the past
and applying those insights to the future. DoD leaders are
acutely aware of past failures and are wary of repeating such
mistakes. Third, while the Army is having some difficulty meeting
its recruiting goals, the reasons appear to be more economically
and demographically based than connected with preventive defense
missions.56 U.S. Army Europe, perhaps the most committed
organization, is meeting or exceeding its reenlistment goals.57
Despite best efforts, preventive defense measures will not
always succeed. But, absent preventive defense, crises are more
likely, and action, probably more costly action, would be
required anyway. Even if preventive defense occasionally fails,
decisionmakers should have the advantage of more timely
assessments to ensure that disastrous results do not ensue. None
of the objections have sufficient force of argument to overturn
increased reliance on preventive defense--especially given the
potential for a high return on a limited security investment.
IMPLICATIONS OF GREATER EMPHASIS ON PREVENTIVE DEFENSE
Advocacy of preventive defense does not imply that the
concept is without consequences for the U.S. military. Indeed,
they could be profound; particularly as officials strive to
strike an effective balance among the preventive defense, deter,
and compel roles. Because the full outlines of preventive defense
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have not been sketched out, the discussion that follows should be
viewed as a first step in understanding the fuller implications
of a greater reliance on preventive defense. The analysis focuses
on three specific levels: national strategy, national military
strategy, and the Army.
Implications at the National Strategy Level.
While evolutionary changes in the national security strategy
likely will occur as a result of increased stress on preventive
defense, major changes are doubtful. Under the strategy paradigm,
policymakers strive to balance objectives (ends), implementing
concepts (ways), and resources (means). Because of the enduring
nature of national interests, ends (national interests and
objectives) usually do not change significantly. Means also tend
to remain consistent, although the allocation of resources to the
various instruments of national power may vary over time.58
Similarly, current and anticipated conditions argue against
significant changes in the balance of existing strategic
concepts: enhancing our security, promoting prosperity at home,
and promoting democracy.59 Thus, while minor adjustments may
occur, the general outlines of national security strategy are
likely to remain similar to today.60 Discussion of the
implications at the national strategy level, therefore, will
focus primarily on achieving consensus on future action,
cooperating within the interagency process, ensuring an
appropriate mix of the instruments of national power, and
establishing national security priorities deserve special
attention.
For preventive defense to be successful, a national
consensus on its role will have to be crafted. This first must
occur within the Executive Branch, where the sometimes differing
views of key cabinet members must be reconciled.61 Only then can
the administration hope to build bipartisan support within
Congress, that eventually can be expanded to include the American
public.
The successful implementation of preventive defense also
will require a high degree of cooperation among key bureaucratic
actors in Washington. While simple to state, such coordination
will be difficult to effect due to poor current levels of
cooperation, differing bureaucratic cultures, and the increasing
pace of events. One small, but potentially important,
contribution to improved interagency cooperation would be for
Executive Departments to adopt, or at least be familiar with,
joint doctrine for interagency operations.62 Another option with
possible high payoff would be to expand the emerging Interagency
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Training for Complex Contingencies initiative which addresses
operations with political, military, humanitarian and
developmental, and security implications.63
Effectively implementing preventive defense also will depend
on an appropriate blend of the instruments of national power
applied to fit the circumstances at hand. While aggregate
national power stems from a variety of elements,64 that power can
be channeled only through specific policy options or instruments:
economic, diplomatic, informational, and military.65 The
application of these instruments cannot be viewed in isolation.
Individually and collectively, these instruments are highly
interdependent and must be treated as a synergistic whole. They
also have a crucial psychological dimension which further
intertwines them. Thus, "cookie-cutter" solutions for applying
the instruments of national power are not appropriate. Each issue
is unique and successful policy options generally will employ a
blend of the various instruments that maximizes individual and
collective strengths and minimizes vulnerabilities.
While easily said, such balance and finesse is usually hard
to ensure in the harsh light of demanding reality and will depend
upon close collaboration with allies and friends around the
globe. It will also hinge, especially in the near term, on
increased cooperation from former adversaries.66 Such cooperation
flows from good diplomacy.67 For preventive defense to function
most competently also will require effective intelligence
gathering and analysis, timely political decisionmaking, adequate
funding, and perseverance. Finally, analysts must lay the
foundation for preventive defense now. They must identify
potential fracture zones or hot spots, ethnic rifts, or intra- or
inter-state conflict; develop and assess potential policy
options; conduct risk analyses; and assess high payoff
opportunities. Individually, each of these conditions can be
difficult to achieve. In concert, they may be particularly
difficult to effect; especially in times of reduced threat
perception that may diminish the incentive to trade short-term
expense for long-term gain.
Preventive defense also will require greater patience. This
will not be easy. Diplomatic, economic, and informational
instruments of power generally take time and continued refinement
to realize results. In comparison, the military option looks
enticing: it is responsive, does what it is told, and offers the
illusion of a "quick fix" (or at least quicker than the other
instruments of power). And, events of the last 50 years have
conditioned policymakers to rely heavily on the military arm.
Impatience may drive decisionmakers to seek a more rapid
resolution through the application of military power.
But, as indicated earlier, success in the future security
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environment is more likely to hinge on the ability to integrate
all instruments of national power than on a unidimensional
strategy (which rarely succeeds). Overreliance on the military
runs the risk of using an inappropriate instrument, debilitating
the military, lessening public and congressional support for such
operations, and inhibiting achievement of desired ends.68 Avoiding
the seduction of using military power will require many hard
decisions concerning the use of force vice a more appropriate
blend with the other instruments of power.
On the other hand, the United States cannot afford to view
military power only as the instrument of last resort. Military
power in many cases has much greater utility when used sooner
rather than later, or after other instruments have failed. If the
military option is deferred too long, a particular crisis may
deteriorate to the point that military power may be unable to
salvage a situation within acceptable levels of cost.69 Military
power, therefore, should be applied in conjunction with other
instruments of power in a comprehensive and complementary manner
that offers the greatest chance of success at least cost (in
either lives or treasure). This will obviously complicate the
decisionmaking calculus, and increase the complexity of
governmental policy development and execution. But this challenge
offers the opportunity to shape events much more effectively than
by relying on force as a last resort.
Lastly, the United States does not have the resources to do
everything, everywhere, every time. Priorities for U.S. action
must be established. Obviously, promoting stability in the former
Soviet Union, particularly Ukraine and Russia, is in U.S.
national interests. Stability in the emerging democracies of
Central Europe also is a major concern. Without doubt, preventive
defense measures that complement diplomatic and economic
initiatives and contribute to a comprehensive peace in the Middle
East must rank high. Undertakings that strive to prevent further
conflict in Asia, especially the Persian Gulf and Korean
Peninsula merit special consideration. Given the growing economic
importance of the Americas, greater emphasis may have to be
devoted to promoting stability in the Western Hemisphere.
In sum, the application of national power, and especially
the military instrument, will remain an art, not a science. In
developing policy options to implement preventive defense,
therefore, policymakers must carefully integrate all instruments
of national power. These tools cannot be artificially divorced,
and officials must seek the synergistic application of
appropriate instruments. However, sufficient time must be granted
for these initiatives to work. This may require longer lead times
for the interagency process to work the issues, mold consensus,
and develop policy options. This presupposes early detection of
potential hot spots or crises and effective organizations and
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channels of communication that can surface such issues
expeditiously. At the same time, each application will require
continuous assessment and revision as changing conditions
demand.70
The challenges presented above are significant, but they can
be overcome. It will take hard work, time, and considerable
patience, but potential payoffs--in terms of improved security
for the United States and the promotion and protection of U.S.
national interests--are high. To achieve these dividends will
require a number of actions:
• National leaders must have a clear vision of not just what
the United States can do, but what the United States is willing
to do.
• Policymakers must clearly define, and more importantly
clearly articulate to the American public, U.S. interests and how
preventive defense can promote and protect those interests.
• Officials must assess how much emphasis can be placed on
preventive defense versus deterrence and compellence.
• The American public and its elected representatives in
Congress must be persuaded to fund programs that provide longterm benefit, without necessarily seeing short-term results. This
must be accomplished in a time of shrinking budgets, when
Americans will undoubtedly question such expenditures.
Nonetheless, these steps, however difficult, offer a cost
effective alternative to later military intervention.
Implications at the National Military Level.71
The national military strategy may be subject to more
significant change.72 These changes flow from the dynamics of the
strategy paradigm. If, as indicated above, the national security
strategy remains largely fixed, and there is continuing pressure
to reduce defense budgets, then strategic concepts should be
expected to adapt to the changing international security
environment and budget priorities.
A greater emphasis on preventive defense could have
considerable consequences across a broad range of topics at the
national military level. To keep the discussion within reasonable
bounds, this monograph examines the implications inherent in:
establishing priorities among anticipated roles for the U.S.
Armed Forces, increased participation in multinational
operations, greater interaction with nongovernmental and private
volunteer organizations, doctrinal issues, resource allocation,
and force structure.
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Establishing Priorities. The number, variety, and frequency
of missions will undoubtedly increase under a shift to greater
stress on preventive defense. New missions, such as confronting
international organized crime, punishing terrorists and their
sponsors, or border control could significantly challenge the
U.S. Armed Forces. Counter- and anti-proliferation activities,
massive environmental clean-up or restoration, and increased
domestic support also would place considerable demands on
military capabilities.
More familiar, but still relatively new, missions could
assume greater importance. Counter-drug operations, refugee
control, peace operations, humanitarian assistance, stability and
support operations, and security assistance on a larger scale
than practiced to date would further stress military forces.
Certainly, such missions could promote and protect U.S. national
interests, but they would come at a cost.
Despite the increased importance of preventive defense
operations, the U.S. military will still face the requirement to
deter and, if necessary, compel, potential adversaries. Balancing
these competing activities has always presented challenges, but
increasingly constrained defense budgets will complicate the
task. Clear priorities will be necessary. In the near term,
deterrence and compellence must remain the primary focus of the
U.S. Armed Forces. Nonetheless, increased resources should be
applied to preventive defense operation to shape the
international environment in ways that promote and protect U.S.
national interests while decreasing the long-term need for
deterrence and compellence forces. Over time, and only as
conditions warrant, policymakers can determine if further shifts
in emphasis are in order.
Planning for Preventive Defense. Long-term planning for
implementing preventive defense measures is possible. Regional
Combatant Commanders-in-Chief (CINCs) have regional engagement
plans or are in the midst of creating them.73 These plans address
the long-term objectives, concepts, and resources that will be
applied to promote and protect U.S. national interests in a
particular region. While the regional plans provide an excellent
starting point, the DoD needs to create a master global
engagement plan that integrates and synchronizes the efforts of
the regional CINCs to ensure the effective promotion and
protection of U.S. national interests worldwide.74 Only in this
manner can priorities be clearly established and resources
allocated to provide the most effective return on investment.
In the short term, planning frequently will have to be
accomplished in an ambiguous environment. Crises will arrive
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quickly, requiring rapid responses, often in the absence of
complete U.S. political guidance or consensus among potential
coalition partners. Developing concepts and plans will be
possible only if analysts within the DoD, the Joint Staff, the
Services, and the Combatant Commands possess a detailed working
knowledge of the various regions; their history, culture, and
ethnic composition; the ethnic lines that divide a particular
society; and the issues that may lead to inter- or intra-state
conflict. Without such specific information, plans and efforts to
implement them could be ineffective, or exacerbate an already
volatile situation.
Participating in Multinational Efforts. To keep costs down
and to increase the effectiveness of its efforts, the United
States frequently will participate in multinational efforts to
prevent conditions that could lead to the outbreak of conflict or
threats to U.S. national interests. This undoubtedly will require
the United States to continue a close association with the United
Nations, as well as numerous regional security and economic
organizations.75
To overcome the complexities inherent in collaborating with
such multilateral organizations, the United States should press
for reforms in organizations in which it holds membership. Where
possible, the United States should also continue to insist that
regional defense or collective security organizations of which it
is a member (such as NATO and the Organization of American States
[OAS]) continue to be the lead element in operations requiring
the employment of military power. Common doctrine, standard
operating procedures and techniques, as well as interoperability
and a well-established command and control architecture offer
significant advantages in the planning, coordination, and
execution of operations. Lastly, the United States also should
encourage reform within organizations to which it does not
belong, but which it shares interests an can influence (e.g.,
Economic Community of West African States [ECOWAS]).
U.S. cooperation within such international bodies is not,
however, without its drawbacks. Establishing and sustaining
consensus among coalition partners, whether at the political or
military level, is rarely easy. Moreover, the degree of
complexity grows geometrically as the number of coalition
partners increases, as each member frequently has vastly
differing national interests and views on actions that might be
undertaken.76 On a more practical level, this may require the
United States to hammer out differences in peace operations
doctrine, command and control procedures, and logistical
arrangements with a wide range of organizations and countries
well in advance of anticipated operations.
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Despite these difficulties, it is important to keep in mind
that these groups generally serve U.S. national interests.
Indeed, in many cases, the United States played a leading role in
creating these bodies and has used them to U.S. advantage in the
past. It can do so in the future, as well.
The altered security environment may require some changes,
however, in the U.S. approach to these organizations. For
instance, the United States may have to adopt a new style of
leadership in such bodies. Specifically, the United States must
seek greater cooperation with allies and partners. In some cases,
the United States may have to exert strong leadership. But in
most cases, building a genuine consensus based on shared
interests will be more effective than forcing the U.S. view on
others.77 This also implies greater U.S. effort towards
understanding and accommodating the concerns and interests of
partners. Such an approach may complicate U.S. policymaking in
the short term, but in the long term it will contribute to more
effective participation in multinational organizations that can
support or complement U.S. interests.
At the same time, the United States can encourage friends
and allies to shoulder a reasonable portion of future preventive
defense activities. While the United States can expect to reap
substantial benefits from such burden-sharing (reduced fiscal
costs, decreased casualties, greater strategic focus), it will
place demands on diplomatic resources. Officials must acknowledge
that the United States is not the only nation interested in
promoting stability and recognize the many efforts already
underway.78 The United States also must anticipate and manage
inevitable "burdensharing" frictions such as those that plagued
NATO in the 1970s-1980s. Additionally, allies and partners will
have interests and policies that do not conform to U.S.
objectives. Policymakers must be alert to such possibilities and
closely coordinate initiatives to ensure maximum convergence--or,
at least minimum divergence--of U.S. and other nations' aims. All
of this will require greater diplomatic efforts than if the
United States pursued a more unilateral approach.
Allies and partners assuming a larger share of preventive
defense activities will reduce, but not eliminate requests for
U.S. participation. A U.S. presence will still bring increased
prestige and effects to multilateral efforts. Moreover, many
allies and friends who can be expected to carry out preventive
defense activities are notably deficient in logistics,
intelligence, and communications capabilities, and they lack the
strategic mobility to deploy the few units available for
operations. Considerable U.S. logistical and other support may
still be required to perform such tasks.
These difficulties notwithstanding, the United States should
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pursue greater participation by allies and partners in preventive
defense activities. Potential benefits from cost reductions to
the United States are obvious. More importantly, the increased
focus and attention devoted to preventive defense, frequently by
highly capable nations, will promote stability in key regions of
the world and help shape the international security environment
to mutual benefit.
Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs)/Private Volunteer
Organizations (PVOs). Nor will cooperative efforts be limited to
other governments or militaries. Given the nature of preventive
defense missions in which U.S. forces might be engaged, they will
have to coordinate efforts with NGOs and PVOs, which frequently
bring expectations and perceptions to a cooperative effort that
differ from those of the U.S. military.79 While this may sometimes
strain working relations, these organizations need each other and
all must be prepared to work for the common ends they share.
The U.S. military can reduce tensions somewhat by
emphasizing that U.S. forces are present to assist and support
the NGOs/PVOs, not to lead or command them. Commanders should
underscore the complementary nature of their organizations, and
promote teamwork that contributes to mission accomplishment by
all parties.80 Indeed, the U.S. military must recognize that NGOs
and PVOs can assume a considerable portion of humanitarian
assistance missions, freeing military forces to focus on other
tasks and conclude the military deployment much earlier.
Such close cooperation will require U.S. military leaders to
possess an increased awareness of the types and numbers of these
organizations. They must continue to develop the means (such as
the highly successful Civil Military Operations Center [CMOC]
concept) that enable NGOS/PVOs to meet their own missions within
the context of military operations.81 To those ends, the military
must build upon the wealth of experience gained in recent years
(northern Iraq, Somalia, Rwanda, Haiti, and Bosnia) from
participation with NGOs/PVOs. This information must be codified
and distributed throughout the military to educate and prepare
elements of the force without experience in such operations.82
Efforts such as those of the U.S. Army Peacekeeping Institute
should be expanded at the DoD level to take advantage of existing
experience and communicate valuable insights about NGOs/PVOs.83
Lastly, and again building on the Army's Peacekeeping Institute,
the DoD needs to support outreach initiatives that build linkages
and understanding between it and civilian organizations.
Doctrine. In this decade, joint doctrine for the conduct of
preventive defense operations has grown considerably in volume
and sophistication.84 A number of other important publications are
under development.85 Despite this commendable effort, gaps in
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current doctrine will have to be filled. More time also will be
required for doctrine to percolate through the entire joint and
DoD community, be employed, assessed for viability, and revised
to better fit operational realities. Doctrine also must be
understood and coordinated throughout the interagency process, as
well as with NGOs and PVOs. This will be a continuous process
conducted over a prolonged period.86 Also, as joint doctrine
matures, the U.S. Armed Forces must help develop unified and
combined doctrine.87
To assist in doctrinal development, the DoD Joint Universal
Lessons Learned System (JULLS) should be expanded to identify
insights that affect the operational and strategic levels of
warfare and operations other than war. Such judgments can then be
used to improve planning, coordination, and execution of future
roles, but particularly for preventive defense.
Force Structure. Some important caveats apply to a
discussion of the potential implications of force redesign and
structure. Defense planners cannot start from scratch.88 While
starting with a clean slate might be an intellectually appealing
exercise, the realities inherent in overhauling any organization
of the size and with the responsibilities of the DoD argue
against a complete top to bottom restructuring. Moreover, many
DoD functions are set by law. Combatant Commanders-in-Chief
(CINCs) and Services fulfill roles and missions also established
under law. Budgets and long-term programs are always in the midst
of execution. Contracts have been let and must be completed or
the DoD will be subject to significant penalties. The effect on
defense industries and also on the remainder of the economy would
be considerable if those programs were suddenly aborted.
Nor can the military set aside its duties and
responsibilities for the time that would be required to plan and
execute a fundamental overhaul of the DoD. Lastly, and it may
seem naive in an era when corporate downsizing is the vogue, a
degree of loyalty is owed to the people who have spent their
lives in service to the nation. Thus, as planners struggle with
the best ways to structure the U.S. Armed Forces for the
requirements of the 21st century, these realities and the degree
of change that is possible within acceptable limits of risk must
be kept in perspective.
For the foreseeable future, the baseline requirement for any
force structure design must remain the capability to win two
Major Theaters of War (MTWs). Current debates about "near
simultaneity," "close succession," and competing scenarios
notwithstanding, geo-strategic conditions strongly indicate that
the United States could face significant regional competitors in
geographically separated theaters of operations. Force structure
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changes to accommodate greater emphasis on preventive defense,
therefore, cannot degrade the military's ability to carry out its
deter and compel roles.
That having been said, greater emphasis must be placed on
preventive defense to take advantage of the current window of
opportunity to shape the international security environment. No
one is advocating a wholesale shift to preventive defense at the
expense of the ability to deter and compel. Deterrence and
compellence and preventive defense are complementary, not
mutually exclusive concepts. As Dr. Perry frequently noted,
preventive defense is the first line of defense to be backed up
by deterrence and compellence if necessary.89 The issue here is
more a question of relative emphasis and a judgment of how
limited resources can be applied to preventive defense within an
acceptable level of risk.
Over time, the mix of capabilities and the priorities of
the various roles can be adjusted to fit the conditions at the
time. Should conditions improve, more assets can be devoted to
preventive defense. If circumstances dictate, emphasis can shift
back to deter and, if necessary, compel enemies. These competing
demands will create tensions, no doubt, but they are neither
insurmountable nor irreversible. They do call, however, for
dynamic strategy and force planning processes. See Figure 3.
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This ability to shift as circumstances merit will require
continuous evaluation to determine if the forces structured for
the various roles remain appropriate for the anticipated
conditions. This will require near-term and long-term
assessments. If they are not performed routinely, the military
may find itself suddenly short of the capabilities needed to meet
the demands of the current and emerging international security
environment. Or, conversely, the DoD may find itself with too
much of a type of force structure that may not be the most
effective for circumstances at the time.
Because of the near-term requirements to be prepared to
fight and win two MTWs, many analysts have argued for a focus on
warfighting capabilities.90 And, some might assert that, like
during the Cold War, forces designed to operate at the higher
range of the spectrum in the post-Cold War era should be able to
operate effectively along the lower end of the spectrum, as well.
While that may have been the necessary view during the Cold War,
when nearly all forces were focused on deterring and possibly
fighting the Soviet Union, and perforce had to be considered
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capable of responding to any smaller contingency,91 this may not
be the case in the future.
The "lesser-included capabilities" rationale overlooks the
possibility that the capabilities needed for effective preventive
defense may not be subsumed within those optimized to deter and
compel.92 Forces fine-tuned for warfighting--while very good at
deterring, punishing, and compelling--may not be effective
outside those roles. Equally, units capable of conducting highspeed, synchronized mechanized operations may not be suitable for
conducting operations in an urban environment or counterguerrilla operations. Nor are forces equipped with
technologically sophisticated systems necessarily capable of
developing close personal relationships or facilitating delicate
negotiations between hostile factions.
Optimizing for warfighting (especially for mid- to highintensity conventional warfare) also offers the opportunity for
potential adversaries to pursue asymmetric strategies and
warfighting concepts that circumvent U.S. capabilities. If the
supposedly optimized force does not possess the capabilities and
flexibility to respond to such challenges, U.S. interests may be
placed at risk. Conversely, a well-balanced force, capable of
responding to a wide scope of possible counters may convince
potential opponents that they cannot bypass U.S. capabilities.
Unsure of "winning" they may quit before they start.
On the other hand, defense planners cannot optimize a
substantial portion of American forces to carry out preventive
defense missions. The near-term security environment dictates
that the United States maintain considerable capacity to deter
and, if necessary, compel potential adversaries. Over time and as
security conditions merit, it may be possible to design and
designate more specialized units for the conduct of preventive
defense missions (e.g., peacekeeping operations), but that time
has not yet come.
A better approach to force structure is to develop
multidimensional balance among the capabilities necessary to
prevent the emergence of threats, deter threats that emerge, and
compel adversaries. A similar balance also must be achieved among
the Services, as well as among their components. To be able to
shape the international security environment to promote, as well
as protect, national interests, the U.S. Armed Forces will need
to be able to:
• Respond to a broad spectrum of conflict spanning from
terrorism to high intensity warfare.
• Operate effectively across the full range of military
operations. (See Figure 4.)
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• Possess sufficient flexibility to adapt to changes in the
international security environment, fluctuating fiscal resources,
and alternative strategic concepts, while keeping risks within
acceptable limits.
• Provide a suitable balance among the capabilities
necessary to prevent threats, deter and compel, and render
support to the nation.
• Be able to operate with allies and with coalition
partners.
Such balance and flexibility may require more forces than
some anticipate, as well as significant adjustments within the
U.S. Armed Forces. Specifically, a greater emphasis on preventive
defense appears to correlate to an increased reliance on ground
forces and the air and maritime elements which support them
logistically. While the maritime services and the Air Force are
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excellent instruments for hedging against risks and compelling an
opponent, they may not be as effective at carrying out preventive
defense operations. Planes overhead or ships off shore may do
little to shape the security environment where an adversary
refuses to be influenced by their presence.93 The Army, as opposed
to the other Services, is structured to work effectively within
all three tiers of the emerging national military strategy.
Resource Allocation. As cuts in the defense budget since the
end of the Cold War and the debates surrounding the Quadrennial
Defense Review (QDR) indicate, resources are not likely to be
available to fund all roles to levels that proponents would like.
And, within a static or shrinking budget, that usually requires
allocating funds to match priorities. A shift of emphasis toward
preventive defense, therefore, will require a commensurate shift
in resources to those Services and organizations that can best
contribute to preventive defense objectives. This may require
breaking the long-standing budget allocation paradigm that has
existed since roughly World War II.94 Specifically, the Army-which has borne and can be expected to bear the brunt of
preventive defense operations--may have to receive a larger share
of DoD funds than heretofore has been the case. Such changes will
not be easy in a time of diminishing resources, but must be made
if the United States is to make preventive defense a reality.
Only then can the United States best reap the benefits offered by
the absence of a global threat and shape the international
security environment in a manner that promotes and protects U.S.
national interests.
Implications for the Army.
A greater emphasis on preventive defense obviously will have
considerable consequences for the U.S. Army. While those
implications will be many and varied, the discussion that follows
will focus on a few key issues: doctrine, training, and force
structure and mix. In the latter category, the discussion will
address the types of units required for preventive defense
missions; role specialization versus task organization and
training; and factors influencing the Active/Reserve Component
force structure mix. The implications of three potential options
for allocating roles and force structure are explored in the last
portion of this section.
Doctrine. U.S. engagement in preventive defense operations
has implications for existing and emerging Army doctrine. The
Army has made great strides in addressing the challenges posed by
preventive defense tasks such as peace operations, humanitarian
assistance, and domestic support.95 And, the Army is developing
doctrine to meet the demands of anticipated missions that may
fall under preventive defense.96 But the Army is exploring largely
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uncharted, or at least unfamiliar, territory and these efforts
are only a first step. As an institution, and as individuals, the
Army needs to undertake a more thorough exploration of preventive
defense, as well as its subordinate missions.
For example, the Army will find it profitable to reexamine
the lessons distilled (perhaps forgotten, perhaps expunged from
memory) from nearly four decades of experience in counterinsurgency warfare, foreign internal defense, and low- intensity
conflict.97 Undoubtedly, many of these lessons, some learned at
tremendous cost, could be applied to future operations. Leaders
and doctrine developers may also wish to reexamine and reassess
the extensive writings on limited war of the 1950s-1960s to glean
any insights that might be useful in planning for future
endeavors. Doctrine developers also need to plumb the Reserve
Component experience in humanitarian assistance operations,
disaster relief, community action, and domestic support missions
for insights that can be incorporated into doctrine for wider
application within preventive defense.
The Army also should apply its current doctrine for planning
combat operations to the planning and conduct of preventive
defense operations. This is not as contradictory as it first
appears. Preventive defense missions will need to be integrated
into theater strategies and plans that link military operations
to national strategy and policies and apply the operational art
of employing military forces to achieve political ends.98
Furthermore, planning for preventive defense operations
should follow a process similar to planning for combat
operations. Military commanders and their staffs still will need
to perform a mission analysis; conduct a commander's and staff
estimate of the situation; develop the commander's concept of
operations and intent; prepare, approve, and distribute plans and
orders; execute operations; and supervise. And, as with the
planning and conduct of combat operations, iterative
reassessments need to be conducted to ensure that concepts and
plans continue to conform to policy and operational requirements.
At the same time, military planners must expand the circle of
contributors to the plan. Interagency deliberations and
participants must be factored into the planning process. Allies
and partners must be included. It also will become increasingly
important to incorporate NGOs and PVOs in this phase. In short,
the integration of all applicable instruments of national power
and the rising numbers of organizations participating in
preventive defense (as well as deter and compel) operations will
demand a greatly expanded strategic and operational planning
community.
Training. New conditions, missions, and doctrine also
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dictate a reexamination of the training regimen necessary to
support the anticipated future roles of the U.S. military.
Because of the continued need to deter and the ultimate
responsibility to compel, unit and individual training must still
focus on those combat skills necessary to prevail upon the
battlefield. The potential for some preventive defense operations
(e.g., peacekeeping, peace enforcement, sanctions enforcement) to
escalate rapidly into combat reinforces this requirement. While
the Army has garnered considerable expertise in this arena, a few
key issues deserve brief comment.
First, preventive defense operations (especially any
enforcement operation) may require combat skills different from
those needed to conduct highly mechanized operations. The Army
must be alert to these differences and ensure that they are
incorporated into unit and individual training. The inclusion of
peace operations exercises at the Joint Readiness Training Center
(Fort Polk, LA) and the Combat Maneuver Training Center
(Hohenfels, FRG) are excellent examples of this trend, and need
to be continued.99
Second, planners and analysts need to assess the specific
training designed to prepare units for the transition from a
focus on combat to preventive defense operations. The U.S. Army's
experience in preparing units for the Multinational Force and
Observer (MFO) mission in the Sinai, participating in Partnership
for Peace exercises, conducting humanitarian assistance
operations, and enforcing the peace in Haiti and BosniaHerzegovina should serve as a firm foundation examining such
issues.
Third, training plans that focus on maintaining--to the
maximum extent possible given mission requirements--individual,
crew, and collective combat skills need to be devised. In this
case, the Army can capitalize on the recent assessments carried
out in conjunction with the deployment of 1st Armored Division to
Bosnia as part of Operation JOINT ENDEAVOUR.100 Equally important,
training concepts and plans to assist units in the transition
from preventive defense operations to full warfighting
capabilities need to be refined.101
Finally, the Army needs to think more about how to
transition U.S. forces from national or U.S.-led coalition
command to control by a multinational headquarters.102

Leader development is a third key element. Because of the
"gray" nature of many preventive defense missions and the
difficulties inherent in multinational operations, U.S. Army
personnel may have to accommodate themselves to political
guidance less specific and rules of engagement more restrictive
than they desire. This will affect all levels of decisionmaking
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and will have wide-ranging effects. On one level, analysts and
decisionmakers will require a more sophisticated understanding of
the interagency process, within which they must be able to ask
more probing questions of the Army's political masters. They must
also participate effectively with the Joint Staff, the Combatant
Commanders-in-Chief of the unified commands, multinational
commanders and staffs, U.N. agencies and NGOs/PVOs. At ever lower
levels, leaders in the field will require a greater degree of
military and diplomatic sophistication. Privates and sergeants
may be placed in positions requiring decisions or actions of
strategic import. Junior officers almost certainly will make
decisions that impinge on strategy and policy. Existing training
and education programs, especially at the officer and
noncommissioned officer basic and advanced courses, must be
adjusted to accommodate these new conditions.
Force Mix and Structure. At present, key observers judge the
current force structure as being the minimum necessary to carry
out existing tasks.103 Additional demands resulting from an
increased emphasis on preventive defense could strain the force.
Additionally, because ground forces best lend themselves to the
conduct of preventive defense missions, the Army likely will
assume the greatest burden of implementing the new strategic
concept. The twin challenges of increased tasks and constrained
defense spending will have significant influence on Army force
structures needed to meet the demands of the 21st century.
This conclusion does not argue against a greater focus on
preventive defense. To the contrary, this author is convinced
that preventive defense offers significant opportunities to shape
the international security environment in ways that promote and
protect U.S. national interests, and that the United States
should not pass up this rare opportunity. But that does not mean
that preventive defense comes without costs or challenges. The
intent here is to raise a number of issues to provide a better
understanding of the challenges that will likely result from a
shift toward greater emphasis on preventive defense.
In developing Army XXI and the Army After Next, the Army
must examine a number of questions concerning preventive defense.
For example, what types of units will be needed for effective
preventive defense? Are existing units, after appropriate task
organization and additional specialized training, sufficient to
meet the demands of such operations? Or should the Army design or
designate specific units for certain missions, such as peace
operations? Where should units be located: in the Active or the
Reserve Components? How might the Army allocate requirements and
roles?
This list of questions is not all-inclusive and other issues
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undoubtedly merit consideration. Nor will the analysis seeking
answers to these questions be exhaustive. The intent is to raise
the more salient first order issues requiring resolution in the
near term if the Army is to effectively and efficiently execute
future preventive defense missions.

Types of Units Needed for Preventive Defense? In brief, all
current types of units could be required for preventive defense
activities. Units can anticipate performing across a broad
portion of the spectrum of conflict, as well as across much of
the range of military operations. Given the nature of many
preventive defense operations (for instance, humanitarian
assistance, disaster relief, mobile training teams, logistics,
communications interoperability, peace operations), however, the
preponderance of preventive defense missions may fall upon combat
support (CS) and combat service support (CSS) units. Current
experience indicates that units and personnel that have a dual
military-civil application (e.g., military police, civil affairs,
psychological operations, engineers, aviation, and all forms of
logistical support) are in high demand. At the same time,
increasing automation, personnel reductions, and consolidation of
fewer and leaner units at higher echelons of command have
resulted in CS and CSS units being caught between diminishing
numbers and increasing demand for their services.104
Increased participation in stability operations also may
call for greater numbers of special operations forces (SOF)
units. SOF personnel possess language skills, regional expertise,
and knowledge of local customs and cultures. Such attributes can
be invaluable in a wide variety of missions falling under the
preventive defense umbrella. Moreover, they reinforce and
complement skills needed to deter and compel. The utility of SOF
in preventive defense and in warfighting argues for an assessment
of whether increased numbers of SOF units would be advisable.105
At the same time, and as indicated earlier, peace
operations, particularly peace enforcement missions hold a high
potential to evolve rapidly into operations requiring combat
capabilities. Certainly, units engaged in preventive defense
missions such as sanctions enforcement or peace enforcement may
require the full array of combat, CS, and CSS capabilities.
Additionally, combat capabilities may be required, if in a
limited extent, to fight terrorism, drug trafficking, or
international large scale crime. On the other end of the
spectrum, highly specialized units, such as preventive medicine
detachments, may be required.
The size of organizations participating in preventive
defense activities could vary considerably. The higher reaches
(large-scale peace operations, for example) could require the
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greater portion of a corps.106 Or, one or more brigades or a
division-sized force may be needed to participate in
multinational training exercises aimed at fostering transparency
and promoting stability. Conversely, very small detachments from
a wide variety of units could be employed in support of
preventive defense activities (e.g., medical detachments,
logistics teams, military-to-military liaison groups).
Current trends and anticipated geo-strategic conditions
argue for maintaining a broad range of units in the force
structure. The demands of preventive defense, however, may
necessitate a greater numbers or availability of CS and CSS units
than is currently the case. The Army will have to consider
whether it should increase the numbers of these types of units in
the active force to meet the anticipated demands of preventive
defense.

Role Specialization Versus Task Organization. In an ideal
environment, the Army would field sufficient numbers of units to
meet the requirements of all potential roles. In the real world
of constrained resources, however, the Army must decide whether
to field units optimized for preventive defense missions (the
usual suggestion is for peace operations) or to task organize
existing units and provide those units with specialized training
for a specific mission. For reasons discussed below, and given
the broad capabilities that will be required in the future and
the likely constrained fiscal environment, it appears unlikely
that the U.S. Army will be able to field units tailored
exclusively for the conduct of preventive defense missions.
Fielding optimized units has a superficial appeal. But a
more detailed examination raises a number of formidable drawbacks
to such an approach. Given the scope of potential missions, it
would be impossible to field sufficient numbers of optimized
units without cutting, perhaps significantly, the combat force
structure needed to deter or compel potential opponents. Second,
if a limited number of such units were created, those units would
be subject to repeated deployment. The anticipated increases in
the frequency and duration of preventive defense missions beyond
the already high number raises the issue of retaining personnel
assigned to such units. Lastly, units optimized for a particular
preventive defense mission may lack the flexibility needed to
transition to a different one, or, more importantly, they may be
unable to undertake combat missions.
Reliance on task organized and specially trained current
units is not without problems. The issues of the time and
training required to transition from finely honed combat
capabilities to the skills required for specific peacetime
engagement activities, recovery time, and time to regain eroded
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combat skills need considerable examination and assessment.
Depending upon the unit and the mission, the amount of time could
be relatively small. Some units are more multi-mission capable
than others. An assault helicopter unit, for example, equipped
and trained to deliver and support infantry on the battlefield is
easily able to deliver supplies and evacuate casualties in a
humanitarian relief operation. Similarly, engineers,
communicators, logistics personnel, and military police, for
example, may perform most individual and unit tasks very
corresponding to their wartime ones.
The same cannot be said of large combat formations (e.g., an
armored battalion equipped with M-1 tanks), however. Units
configured for rapid mechanized movement and possessing massive
fire power may not have the capabilities needed to conduct
stability operations where success may depend more on building
popular support for local institutions than on the destruction of
adversaries. Moreover, given the current focus on mid-intensity
conflict that relies heavily on technology and equipment, heavy
armored and mechanized units may not possess adequate numbers of
soldiers for many preventive defense missions, which tend to be
personnel intensive.107
At the same time, light infantry units, which have a greater
"tooth-to-tail" ratio and larger numbers of personnel available
for dismounted operations, do not possess sufficient
transportation assets to meet the demands of peace operations.
Furthermore, units involved in peace operations, where the peace
is only tenuously maintained or where conflict can return with
little or no notice, may require a considerable complement of
armored vehicles and greater combat power than light infantry
formations possess.
Despite these difficulties, it may still be possible to
assemble the appropriate mix of units for a specific mission.
This may dictate, however, drawing together units that do not
have habitual working relationships which will require increased
training time or reduced effectiveness if adequate preparation
time is not available. It may also result in disrupting the
organization and readiness of a number of divisions and other
units to provide the requisite mix of armor, mechanized infantry,
light infantry, SOF, engineers, etc. needed for the particular
mission.
In sum, task organizing large combat formations for missions
other than their deterrence and compellence roles and
transitioning back again is no mean accomplishment and will
require time and resources to effect. Additionally, opportunity
costs lost while that unit is retraining or otherwise unavailable
for combat operations have to be considered. Depending on the
size of the residual force, the loss of deterrent value also must
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be factored into the strategic calculus.
Conversely, a clearer delineation of roles can be effected
between the Active and Reserve Components might diminish these
adverse effects. This could reduce the requirement to transform
large-scale Active Component combat units to preventive defense
missions and then transition them back to full warfighting
capability. Such an option also might reduce training
requirements within all components by reducing the range of
potential missions and allowing units to focus on the tasks they
are more likely to perform.

Active and Reserve Component Mix. For nearly three decades,
the Army has maximized its ready combat capability by emphasizing
combat forces in the Active Component force structure, while
placing much CS and CSS force structure that sustains corps,
army, and theater level forces in the Reserve Components.108 A
greater stress on preventive defense, however, may require
increased reliance on CS and CSS forces. Because Reserve
Component CS and CSS units may not be readily accessible on a
recurring basis, however, the Army may have to reassess its
current allocation of force structure between the Active and
Reserve Components. In examining the Active and Reserve Component
mix, a number of points must be taken into consideration:
response time; frequency, duration, and complexity of operations;
and challenges to increased access to the Reserve Components for
peacetime deployments.
Many overseas peacetime activities (e.g., disaster relief,
humanitarian assistance, support to the nation abroad) arise
quickly and require a rapid response. It is questionable whether
most Reserve Component units could be mobilized, trained, and
deployed within the time lines required by many operations. This
may dictate that Active Component forces handle many of these
short-notice missions. On the other hand, Active Component forces
could provide quick reaction capability, to be relieved by
Reserve Component forces as they become available to take over
the task.
At the same time, increased reliance on the Reserve
Components, especially the Army National Guard, for internal
support to the nation tasks could free up Active Component forces
for use in the overseas preventive defense missions. The Reserve
Components are community-based force, they possess greater
familiarity with local conditions and infrastructure, have
established relations with state and regional disaster relief
organizations, and have the legal basis to provide a wide range
of activities.109 Moreover, such units are trained to respond to
such missions and may possess military skills that more directly
apply to support to the nation tasks.110
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More routine overseas peacetime engagement activities or
tasks that offer considerable planning time (e.g., the
Multinational Force Observers in the Sinai, nation assistance in
Central America, and long-standing military-to-military contact
programs in Central and Eastern Europe) have been handled in part
by the Reserve Components and the practice could be expanded.111
For suitable missions (e.g., military-to-military contacts,
nation assistance or security assistance), a number of Reserve
Component units could be mobilized on a rotating basis to handle
ongoing or anticipated missions during their annual training.
Missions that do not lend themselves to rapid rotation (such as
peacekeeping or peace enforcement) could still use Reserve
Component personnel and units, but on a shorter rotation basis
than is currently the norm (e.g., 6 months for the MFO mission in
the Sinai or the initial policy of 12 months in Bosnia). This
latter alternative attempts to balance mission requirements and
costs with Reserve Component personnel's time away from their
homes and jobs.
Either of these options, however, generates another problem:
Reserve Component units on active duty incur costs roughly
equivalent to their Active Component counterparts.112 The supposed
savings derived from Reserve Component forces, therefore, are not
likely to materialize. Indeed, if significant mobilizations
occur, funds to support activated Reserve units could cut into
resources intended to increase the readiness of Active and
Reserve Component forces, training, or research, development, and
acquisition.
Like the Active Component, the Reserve Components will not
possess infinite numbers of units or resources. Reserves may
suffer from the same capability versus availability difficulties
experienced in the Active force. Repetitive recall of Reserve
Component personnel and units may create operational tempo
(OPTEMPO) and personnel tempo (PERSTEMPO) difficulties similar to
those besetting portions of the Active Component. Moreover,
repeated mobilizations and deployments of Reserve Component
personnel may create other problems. For instance, how long will
employers acquiesce to repeated deployments of workers? Can
workers withstand the sometimes considerable pay cuts? Will selfemployed USAR and USARNG personnel be able to perform their
missions without financially crippling themselves?113 Disruptions
in the civil life of Reserve Component personnel may hinder the
ability to recruit personnel and sustain units in sufficient
strength to accomplish missions tasked to them. While these
questions cannot be answered precisely in advance, they
illustrate some of the complexity large-scale Reserve Component
employment entails.
The duration of missions also will affect the ability to
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employ Reserve Component units and personnel. Legal limits exist
on how many days of training can be required, as well as for how
long personnel can be mobilized or on active duty for training.
To extend these time limits will require legislative relief.114
Congress has shown little inclination to grant the Executive
Branch greater latitude in calling up Reserve personnel.115 And,
the constraints outlined above for frequency of operations will
apply equally to missions of extended duration.
The complexity of a particular operation also should be
factored into decisions on whether a mission should be assigned
to a Reserve Component unit. Obviously, the more complex the
mission, the greater the planning and preparation time that
likely will be required. Similarly, more complex operations
generally require more rigorous training which also will increase
the time necessary to prepare a unit. Given the constraints
outlined above, such additional time may not be available, or may
come at too high a cost for the effective employment of Reserve
Component units over a prolonged period.
Despite the limitations, increased reliance on the Reserve
Components may become necessary to relieve the demands of
OPTEMPO, especially if resource constraints drive further
reductions in the Active Component. As a result, the Army must
begin examining now the consequences of such a change.

Allocating Roles.116 A number of options are available for
allocating the future preventive defense, deterrence, and
compellence roles. For brevity, only three major alternatives
will be examined here. None of these options provides an ideal
solution to the difficulties that the Army faces as it prepares
to meet the challenges of the future security environment. But
the discussion offers a starting point for the debates necessary
to shape the Army's future force structure.
Option 1. This conservative option largely maintains the
current evolutionary course and relies on the approximate size
and mix of current forces. In this case, the Active Component
would be primarily responsible for the deter and compel missions,
as well as for most preventive defense missions. The Reserve
Components would provide support for deter and compel roles on an
as-required or as-possible basis. The Reserve Components also
would take on a greater portion of preventive defense missions
than is presently the case. Nevertheless, the conduct of
preventive defense missions would be limited to the Active and
Reserve Component forces deemed to be available without placing
unacceptable risks on being able to deter and compel. The Reserve
Components also would shoulder primary responsibility for most
support to the nation tasks.
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While conservative, this option is not without its
difficulties. Too heavy a reliance on maintaining a strong deter
and compel capability may result in insufficient numbers of the
appropriate types of units available to carry out effective
preventive defense. This shortfall could result in underresourced
missions or in missed opportunities to shape the geo-strategic
environment in favor of the United States.
Unless accompanied by a change in Active Component force
structures, this alternative runs the risk of stressing the
Active Component, particularly those highly requested units
(e.g., military police, engineers, logistics, and civil affairs)
that deploy routinely on preventive defense missions. To
eliminate this problem may require the Army to place more CS and
CSS structure in the Active Component. In the near term, at
least, this would likely require an increase in the size of the
Active Component. Given current fiscal trends and the drumbeat
for improving "tooth-to-tail" ratios, such an outcome is highly
unlikely. To reduce the stress on CS and CSS units might require
the extensive use of combat units to conduct preventive defense
missions, which runs the risk of eroding the skills needed for
credible deterrence and compellence.
Another possibility might be to transfer certain missions
from the Active to the Reserve Components to free up personnel
and tailor the Active Component force structure to carry out
preventive defense missions more effectively. For example, the
Army could shift some of its infrastructure support activities to
the Reserve Components.117 Reserve Component units and personnel
could assume greater responsibility for depot and general support
level maintenance activities, thereby freeing Active Component
personnel for other priorities.118
Outside contracting or the privatization of certain
infrastructure or maintenance requirements is another alternative
that merits consideration. This option, however, should be
subjected to close scrutiny. First, it will be important to
identify those tasks or functions that do not have to be
performed by uniformed or DoD civilian personnel. Second, the DoD
must ensure that potential contractors applying for such work
actually possess the requisite capabilities to accomplish the
tasks. Third, a thorough examination of potential long-term vice
short-term costs must justify transferring these functions
outside of DoD. Fourth, due thought must be given to what happens
if DoD relinquishes a key capability to a contractor who
eventually may not be able to perform the service within
reasonable costs. Lastly, overcoming congressional reluctance to
taking away business from government depots may be difficult.119

Option 2 would place primary responsibility for preventive
defense operations with the Reserve Components. This alternative
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would allow the Army to rely more heavily on the CS and CSS
capabilities and units contained in the Reserve Components.
Greater dependence on the Reserve Components for preventive
defense, however, might require a considerable shift in how the
Army National Guard and Army Reserve are structured. For example,
to provide increased CS and CSS capabilities in the Reserve
Components may require a broader reorganization and
transformation of Army National Guard combat units than is
currently anticipated.120 It also would require some personnel
programs and management that would allow for the effective flow
of units and personnel into maintenance or other support type
operations that could be accomplished through a rotating pool.
Whether the Reserve Components will be willing to make additional
transitions is open to question. Even if they should acquiesce,
the previously mentioned difficulties--recruiting, retention, and
civilian employment concerns--inherent in such an alternative
would have to be surmounted.
Second, this option likely would require bringing larger
numbers of Reserve Component personnel on active duty more
frequently and for longer periods of time. Further study will be
required to determine if such an option is a true economy
measure. As mentioned earlier, there are resource costs inherent
in the mobilization, train-up, and demobilization of Reserve
Component personnel. Oftentimes, Active Component personnel are
required to assist in the training process. This not only has
fiscal costs, but it takes Active Component forces away from
other missions. While this usually is not a significant problem,
it could offer challenges in a future of constrained budgets and
potentially reduced Active Component force structure.
If Reserve Component forces are to be employed more
frequently and on shorter notice, it may be necessary to have a
larger mix of Active Component and Reserve Component personnel in
headquarters and staffs to provide for continuity of training and
planning. This will require a cultural shift in the Active as
well as the Reserve Components. The planned experiment of placing
six National Guard enhanced readiness brigades under two mixed
Active/Reserve division headquarters will offer significant
insights into the utility of such efforts.121

Option 3 would assign the primary responsibility for
fighting and winning one MTW, as well as the burden for most
preventive defense activities, to the Active Component. The
Reserve Component would be charged with supporting the first MTW
on an as-required basis, and forming the primary deterrence and
compellence force for a second MTW.
This alternative would provide the forces necessary for
deterrence and compellence in the first MTW. It would reduce
stress on the Active Component and circumvent many of the
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challenges inherent in large-scale reliance on the Reserve
Components for preventive defense. At first glance, such an
approach also might require fielding fewer forces, especially if
high-technology systems can compensate for reduced warfighting
force structures.
However, preliminary analysis indicates that savings may not
be as large as some might anticipate. For example, significant
reductions in the Active Component force structure might not be
feasible. At present, a large element of the Active Component (as
well as the Reserve Components) is engaged daily in what is known
as the Baseline Engagement Force.122 Furthermore, the Active
Component already is committed significantly to operations--and
key elements may be overcommitted.123 Increased emphasis on
preventive defense undoubtedly will lead to greater levels of
commitment, and, hence, forces.
Nor can policymakers assume that by assigning responsibility
for a second MTW to the Reserve Component that they can slash the
Active Component by anything approaching 50 percent. Besides the
Baseline Engagement Force requirement, current and potential
commitments to preventive defense make it inconceivable that a
five division Army would be able to address the demands of
preventive defense and remain a credible deterrent force for even
a single MTW. Further, in the near-term, a need exists for
additional "hedging forces" within the Active Component to
respond to unanticipated preventive defense missions or the
emergence of one or more major regional competitors beyond those
currently identified.
The most obvious question of this option's feasibility is
whether the residual force can serve as an effective deterrent.
For example, will a potential adversary perceive Active Component
capabilities to be sufficient to fight and win an MTW, especially
if a number of preventive defense operations are underway? Will
the Reserve Component force provide a deterrent to a second MTW
once the Active Component is committed to the first one, a number
of lesser regional conflicts, multiple preventive defense
missions, or a combination thereof? Assigning a second MTW to the
Reserve Components also assumes adequate mobilization time
(several months, at least) between conflicts. Would a second
potential aggressor wait or strike before an effective defense
was possible? Remembering that deterrence is largely in the mind
of the beholder, this issue will become increasingly important
should the Reserve Components assume responsibility for a second
MTW.
None of the questions over force structure alternatives
raised above can be answered with certainty at present. They
require considerably more analysis and assessment than is
possible herein. But they will have to be addressed with brutal
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objectivity before decisions are made on the future force
structures needed to implement the national security strategy.
Required Army Capabilities. The overall implications of
greater emphasis on preventive defense measures will have subtle,
yet substantial, consequences for the U.S. Army. These effects
will reach well beyond the key issues discussed above and will
influence every aspect of the Army as it enters the 21st century.
How well the Army is prepared for the demands of the emerging
security environment will depend on the Army's ability to fulfill
its multiple, and at times competing, roles.
More specifically, meeting the challenges of preventive
defense, while maintaining the capacity to deter, compel, and
support the nation will require the U.S. Army to possess a number
of capabilities. Many of these requirements are familiar. A few
will appear to be new, but simply may be unfamiliar (e.g.,
stability operations, nation-building, peacemaking). Indeed, the
first capability needed may be the ability to reacquaint with the
unfamiliar. Additional capabilities should include:124
• The ability to operate effectively in the joint and DoD
arenas and in interagency policy development process. This
implies that the Army must have the necessary personnel in
appropriate positions with the requisite knowledge and skills for
effective participation in these fora. This includes not only the
Army Staff, but also Army personnel on the Joint Staff, within
the interagency process, and on the staffs of the unified
commands.
• A force structure and force design that provides
sufficient numbers of forces to operate across a broad spectrum
of conflict in peacetime, crisis, and war; to perform effectively
throughout the range of military operations; and perform
successfully at the tactical, operational, and strategic levels
of warfare.
• A forward presence in key regions of the globe that
contributes to prevent, deter, compel, and reassure missions.
• Forces able to integrate into multinational force
structures--established organizations such as the United Nations,
NATO, or ad hoc organizations that may or may not be organized
around the U.S. Combined Joint Task Force (C/JTF) concept.125
Units must be able to interact with NGOs/PVOs in a manner that
supports the missions of all organizations.
• Units able to perform preventive defense missions, as well
as the traditional missions. Forces must be able to transition
between roles quickly with minimum retraining and restructuring
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if the Army expects to meet the rapidly shifting demands of the
future international security environment.
• Sufficient numbers of forces to meet anticipated
preventive defense requirements, while maintaining the ability to
fight and win two MTWs as envisaged under the National Military
Strategy.126 Force levels must be adequate to conduct multiple
concurrent peace operations, as well as rotate forces involved in
protracted peace operations.
• These requirements argue for:
-- Adequate numbers of specialized CS and CSS units and
personnel (e.g., engineers, military police, civil affairs,
psychological operations, and aviation) to avoid overstressing
limited resources. Special operations forces also may need to be
increased.
-- CS and CSS force structure capable of supporting
sustained preventive defense operations, while concurrently
supporting a limited lesser regional contingency.
-- Sufficient CS and CSS capacity to transfer forces
from preventive defense operations to full-scale combat
operations, while supporting the movement of forces to a MTW.
CONCLUSIONS
The reality is that the U.S. cannot walk away or
abdicate [from international issues]: its choices
matter too much. The U.S. needs to learn to think-without high-minded illusions, more clearly and further
ahead in the game about how to use its power to advance
its interests and values in a realistic way.127
The key question for the future, as it has always been in
the past, revolves around how the United States effectively can
wield that clout. Despite the dramatic changes in the
international security environment, military power will continue
to play a central role. But the United States can apply military
power in new and different ways to shape the international
security environment using methods that not only protect, but
importantly, promote U.S. national interests. Greater reliance on
the strategic concept of preventive defense is a profitable
avenue to pursue.
A number of issues will have to be addressed to effect this
expanded concept. First, consensus must be generated. Congress
and the American public must be willing to underwrite the new
military role in future policy. This requires a national debate
on what the appropriate role of military power in U.S. security
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policy should be to forge a national consensus on the issue. Such
a debate will require greater clarity of strategic thought, and
improved cooperation among the President, Congress, the military,
and the remaining elements of the Executive Branch. This may be
especially true concerning operations at the lower end of the
conflict spectrum, where the interplay of political-military
activities falls more heavily on the political side.
Increased reliance on preventive defense also will
necessitate increased and more adept coordination within the
Executive Branch--particularly in the interagency process, and
improved collaboration with international organizations, and
closer involvement with NGOs and PVOs. This may also require
greater cooperative efforts between civil and military leaders
within the DoD across the full range of national planning and
execution: development of strategic ends, to contingency
planning, to operational campaign planning.
The extent of cooperation may approach a degree rarely seen
outside war time. As a result, military leaders and civil
counterparts--in and out of government--must begin shaping
cooperative relationships now so that they will be prepared to
cooperate in the future. This means we must immediately stop
thinking in a compartmentalized fashion, and begin forging the
intellectual foundations that will contribute to future
effectiveness.
Perhaps the most significant change that will occur in
defining the future role of U.S. military power will be the
realization that the function of the U.S. Armed Forces is not
solely to "fight and win America's wars." This construct is too
narrow for the expected conditions of the 21st century, and will
unnecessarily constrain U.S. policymakers. Instead, the role of
military power must shift to the more general concept of
promoting and protecting U.S. national interests.128 Granted,
fighting and winning the nation's wars will remain the paramount
responsibility of the U.S. Armed Forces, but the United States
can ill afford to sit back and "wait for the big one" while it
dies a bureaucratic death by a thousand budget cuts. Thus,
preventive defense must be added to and carefully balanced among
the existing roles of deterrence, compellence, reassurance, and
support to the nation.
This new, or perhaps less familiar role, will place greater
demands on the military. Not the least of these requirements will
be increased numbers of commitments that will occur more
routinely, often on little or no notice, and that frequently will
be of extended duration. While the short-term pain for the
military--especially the Army--could be sharp, the long-term gain
for the nation could be significant.
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